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Abstract 

Multicast (l:N) is now supported by a number of networks and communication 
protocols. A problern in this context is how to provide fully reliable data transmission 
to the receiver group (or specified sub-group) in a heterogeneaus environment. To 
achieve this an algorithm is required which is independent of any underlying network 
and multicast scheme. In this paper we present such an algorithm which provides 
fully reliable data transfer over Internet style networks as weil as over ATM networks. 
The algorithm was initially inspired by mechanisms proposed for XTP 4.0 and proves 
to work weil using XTP 4.0 protocol mechanisms. To evaluate its feasibility and 
performance it was tested with a series of simulations and implemented over MBone. 
The results presented in this paper show that it can provide fully reliable multicast 
to a relatively !arge number of receivers on top of different networks, protocols and 
protocol architectures. 

1 Introduction 

Multicast communication (i.e. the communication between a single sender and multiple re
ceivers) raises various new issues and problems related to data transmission and reliability. 
Different degrees of reliability are required for different applications. Full reliability is for 
instance needed for the transfer of a file to a group of users. In this case all receivers have 
to receive a correct and complete copy of the data. An efficient method to provide this 
kind of reliability while still fully exploiting the advantages of multicast communication 
( e.g. bandwidth saving) is the key issue in the design of reliable multicast protocols. 

In a heterogeneaus communication environment a number of different networks are 
connected ranging from LANs (e.g. Ethernet) to Internet style WANs and high-speed 
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networks such as ATM. Whereas with Internet style multicast every member of the group 
receives every message sent to the group, with point-to-multipoint multicast (as proposed 
for ATM) there is only one designated sender from which the members of the group can 
receive. Any algorithm designed for a heterogeneous environment has to take this into 
account. 

Another issue which is frequently addressed in this context is the problern of slow re
ceivers that jeopardise the success of the data transmission because of their inability to 
process data at a given rate. Such receivers can slow down the communication consider
ably by sending delayed acknowledgments and requesting frequent retransmissions [1]. A 
flexible method to deal with this problern is required. A new concept in multicast com
munication is that of mandatory receivers or a minimum number of receivers that have 
to be present in order to consider the communication successful [2]. lt should be possible 
to specify a (sub- )set of receivers that are essential for the success of the communication 
and hence determine its outcome. Others, less important participant can also have less 
strict reliability requirements. Hence they might not have to be considered as far as error 
recovery is concerned. 

The Fully Reliable Multicast (FRM) algorithm for end-to-end multicast communication 
introduced in this paper is motivated by our work on multipeer communication services 
in a heterogeneous network environment [3, 4]. This algorithm· provides full reliability to 
a receiver group (or mandatory sub-group) independently of the underlying network. A 
list-based scheme using positive acknowledgments is employed to keep track of the global 
state of the multicast communication. Retransmission of lost or corrupted data is used 
for error recovery. Conditions can be specified under which slow receiver that can not 
keep pace with the data transmission are ejected to keep the QoS acceptable for the rest 
of the group. Main design principles of the algorithm are independence, compatibility 
to various protocols and protocol architecture, and efficiency. The FRM algorithm was 
initially developed as part of an independent multicast transport service which can amongst 
others operate over XTP 4.0 [3]. The algorithm proved to be ideally suited for this kind of 
environment. To evaluate the algorithm it was implementedontop of MBone and analysed 
using a series of simulations. 

This paper is organised in six sections. Section two discusses reliable multicast com
munication including proposals of different methods and algorithms to provide reliable 
multicast in different environments. In section three the FRM algorithm is introduced and 
described in detail. The results of a performance analysis of the algorithm is presented in 
section four. Subsequently in section five the implementation of the algorithm over MBone 
is introduced and discussed. Finally, section six gives conclusion and outlines some future 
research issues. 

2 Reliable Multicast Communication 

Multicast communication is a transmission mode which now is supported by a variety 
of local and wide area networks. Many group applications require reliahle data transfer 
to all receivers. To provide data transfer reliability in an heterogeneous environment, an 
algorithm is necessary which can easily be supported over ATM style networks as weil as 
over meshed nets like the Internet. In contrast to the distribution group model supplied 
by IP / Multicast (multicast group abstraction), ATM [5] provides unidirectional point-to
multipoint connections where a multicast tree is created with a single sender as the root 
node and receivers as leaf nodes (1-N multicast tree). In this model the receivers do 
not have any knowledge of each other nor is there any communication among them. This 
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model of communication can be regarded as a subset ofthe more general model proposed by 
IP /M ulticast where everybody can send to the group address and every member is receiving 
messages addressed to the group. The distribution model ofiP / Multicast could actually be 
achieved at the ATM layer by using a multicast server [6). However, the complexity of this 
approach negates the benefits gained by the simplicity of the ATM concept. It also may 
prevent the users from utilising the QoS capabilities provided by ATM networks. Hence 
we concentrate on multicast communication with a single source which in our view is much 
more common than the multisource case. Further, in our research we found that most 
algorithms specifically designed for the IP environment are, in general, not operational in 
an ATM-like network. 

Reliable multicast communication entails a range of new problems affecting end-to-end 
mechanisms. For instance loss and error recovery is different from traditional unicast. An 
entirely new task is group membership management. Main problems in this context are 
receiver group integrity and QoS maintenance. 

In order to achieve full reliability the sender has to keep a copy of a transmitted packet 
until all receivers in the receiver group have positively acknowledged its reception. In 
this case an algorithm that keeps track of the state of all receivers is required. This is 
usually done by using a list-based group management scheme. List-based loss recovery 
algorithms offer reliable multicast by tracking the explicit membership of the receiver set 
and by providing retransmission for any lost or corrupted data. Hence full reliability is 
ensured for the whole receiver group. 

Compared to the unicast case it is much more difficult in multicast to determine the 
success or failure of the communication. Multicast communication introduces a new prob
lern related to the integrity of the receiver group. Group integrity refers to conditions 
according to which the data transfer is deemed successful. These conditions are called 
communication integrity conditions. They give the number arrdjor identity of recipients 
that have to be present and/or to receive the transmitted data correctly. The following 
conditions are considered: key-member (identity) and/or k (number), all, quorum1• 

Another important issue in this context is the problern of misbehaving receivers. A 
slow receiver can jeopardise the communication by not responding in time or requesting 
too many retransmissions. In general, if a receiver falls behind the others in the sequence 
space, thesender has to keep up with the pace ofthis slow receiver. This causes a decrease 
of the end-to-end throughput noticed by all receivers. To avoid this degradation on the 
performance, a condition can be specified under which a receiver is forced to leave the 
receiver group because it jeopardises the communication. This condition is called ejection 
condition. 

The problern of reliability in multicast communication was recently addressed by a 
number of authors [7, 8, 9, 10). The RAMP algorithm introduced in [7) guarantees reliable 
and orderly delivery to all multicast recipients using two different modes. In the hurst 
mode the sender requires acks for each data hurst. With the idle model the sender keeps 
sending all the time. In this mode, a negative acknowledgment scheme is used where a 
receiver notifies a sender immediately upon detecting a gap within the received sequence. 
It maintains explicit group membership at the sender and therefore does not scale very 
weil for !arge groups. RAMP uses a simplex model for multicast communications. 

RAMP is the only model that strictly follows the single sender multiple (passive) re
ceiver paradigm. The algorithm described in [8) ( called a framework for scalable reliable 
multicast (SRM)) was especially designed for wb (white-board application). Sealability 
is achieved by a receiver-based reliability scheme in conjunction with Application Level 

1 quorum and all refer to the number of positive replies during connection esta.blishment. 
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Framing (ALF). All receivers are able to retransmit since all data packets (application 
data, retransmission requests and all other data) are always distributed to the entire 
group. SRM requires that the application is aware of the operational environment and 
that it is able to restore the data for retransmission. Further, an IP multicast distribution 
model is assumed. SRM is strongly focused on the specific environment it was designed 
for and on the kind of application it aims to support. RMTP (9] achieves reliability by 
using a packet-based selective repeat retransrnission scherne. The ACK-irnplosion problern 
is avoided using a rnulti-level hierarchical approach, in which. the receivers are grouped 
into a hierarchy of local regions, with a Designated Receiver (DR) in each local region. 
DRs cache received data and respond to retransrnission requests of the receivers in their 
local regions. It assurnes a group distribution rnodel as provided by IP / Multicast (receiver
based approach). In [10] an hierarchical approach, narned Local Group Concept (LGC), 
is used as weil. Here, global rnulticast groups are divided into separate subgroups. The 
receivers which pertain to the sarne subgroup should be located in close physical vicinity. 
In each subgroup a Local Controller is responsible for collecting status inforrnation frorn 
its receiver group and is inforrning thesender with a single cornposite rnessage to prevent 
source irnplosion. The Local Controller is also responsible for retransrnission within the 
local group. Data that has to be retransrnitted is obtained either frorn the local receivers 
or the original sender. All of the above described algorithrns assurne that it is possible to 
retrieve data for retransmission frorn the receivers as weil as frorn the send er. To exploit 
their full potential it would be necessary to have knowledge about the underlying network. 
None of the introduced algorithrns so far addresses the problern of misbehaving receivers 
and the consequences of this for the rnulticast transrnission. 

The FRM algorithrn described in this paper provides fully reliable data transfer and 
group mernbership rnanagernent for rnulticast cornrnunication. It defines proper rnech· 
anisms for loss recovery, integrity conditions validation and throughput monitafing and 
rnaintenance by using ejection conditions. All these rnechanisrns rely on the use of a Iist· 
based group rnanagernent scherne which is akin to the one proposed by XTP 4.0 (11]. 

3 The Fully Reliable Multicast (FRM) Algorithm 

The algorithm is part of a protocol independent transport service and as such uses and 
shares information with other cornponents which are gathered continuously during an on
going communication. However, the rnain designgoalwas independence, i.e. the algorithrn 
should be operable with all kinds of end-to-end protocols and services in different environ
rnents. 

3.1 Algorithm Description 

Initially a message is send to a group address announcing the set-up of a comrnunication 
among mernbers of the group. A receiver group Iist is created frorn all positive replies to 
this request. During the cornrnunication, the sender gathers status inforrnation in regular 
intervals frorn the receiver group to update this Iist. To do this the sender periodically 
rnulticasts a control message to the receiver group to which each receiver irnrnediately 
responds by unicasting an echo message to the sender. To correlate control and echo 
messages, each control rnessage is identified by a value (sync) which is incremented each 
time a new control rnessage is sent. Each receiver rnust copy the sync value frorn incorning 
control rnessages into the echo rnessages returned to the sendE!r. The control rnessage is 
used to solicit the status of the receivers and the echo rnessage is used to transfer this status 
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information to the sender. Thus, the current state of the communication is determined by 
the sender a.ccording to the replies of the receivers. 

The status information carries the reception status of the receiver which is represented 
by two variables ca.lled rseq (received sequence number) a.nd dseq ( delivered sequence num
ber). The rseq conta.ins a value one !arger than the largest monotonic sequence number of 
the data packet received without error. This information is used to trigger a retransmission 
if necessary. The dseq value gives the sequence number of the last data message delivered 
to the user plus one. Buffers at the sender are relea.sed using the former va.lue. Further 
information exchanged in the status information is used to update state variables required 
for such mechanisms a.s :ßow- or rate-control, ma.ximum round-trip delay estimation, etc. 
The figure 1 depicts the ba.sic structure of the FRM algorithm. 

Sender .. eceivers 
da.ta or control messaga 

d8eq - raeq 

-echo message 

s 
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b raeq dsaq 

n 2 
e -TranamiHing buffera acho masoaga I echo masaaga 

-~ 
da.ta or control measaga 

doeq raeq 

N 
108 - -c - echo measage 

racelvar-group IIst global racord 

Figure 1: FRM Algorithm Structure. 

Each time the sender multica.sts a control message it sets a timer ( wtimer ). The value 
of wtimer determines the time interva.l during which the sender gathers the replies to 
the control message. When the timer expires thesender gets the lowest rseq (minrseq) 
and dseq va.lues from a.ll replies ( mindseq). It starts retransmission if needed and relea.ses 
output buffers a.ccordingly. Further, it estimates the maximum round-trip time and updates 
the variables used in the :ßow- and rate-control mechanisms. Subsequently a new control 
message is sent to start this procedure aga.in. 

If a response from a receiver does not arrive for some rea.son during the wtimer interval, 
a synchronising bandshake is initiated by the sender. During the synchronising handshake 
data transmission is stopped and the sender requests status information from a.ll receivers. 
The sender tries for a user-specified number of times to get replies from a.ll receivers. If 
a receiver does not reply at a.ll during this period, this receiver is considered dead and is 
dropped from the receiver group. At each new request, the sender increa.ses the period in 
which it collects the replies. 

Because of the effects that the estimate ma.ximum round-trip time ha.s on the algo
rithm's performance, its va.lue ha.s tobe estimated carefully. In our model the round-trip 
time for ea.ch receiver is ca.lculated by timestamping the control message with the sending 
time. Ea.ch receiver must copy this time value from the control messages into the echo 
messages returned to the sender. When the sender processes the echo messages, it ca.lcu
lates the round-trip time for each receiver. Note, the round-trip time includes the network 
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round-trip time, the wa.iting time of the echo messa.ge in the input buffers a.nd the process
ing time of this messa.ge. When the worst ca.se round-trip time (maxRTT) is sma.ller tha.n 
the current estima.tion (smaxRTT), the worst ca.se round-trip time is smoothed, i.e. it 
a.ssumes a. lower value a.ccording to the equa.tion below. Otherwise, the current estima.tion 
a.ssumes this new va.lue. Therefore, the estima.tion of the ma.ximum round-trip time for 
ea.ch control messa.ge is done a.ccording to the following algorithm: 

if (smaxRTT > maxRTT) 
smaxRTT := smaxRTT + (maxRTT- smaxRTT)/16; 

eise smaxRTT := maxRTT; 

Network dela.y a.nd receiver loa.d a.re the ma.in fa.ctors influencing the value of the ma.xi
mum round-trip time. The FRM algorithm is sensitive to cha.nges ofthis value. In general, 
the ma.ximum round-trip time estima.tion a.da.pts to the ca.pa.bilities of the slowest receiver. 
This ca.n ca.use problems in a. heterogeneaus environment where its value might be very 
la.rge for some receivers ( they might for insta.nce be connected via. sa.tellite) compa.red to 
the rest of the receiver group. This ca.n result in a. very poor performa.nce even if the 
number of receivers is rela.tively small. 

The va.lue of the wtimer ha.s to be la.rge enough to allow all receivers to reply to the 
rela.ted control messa.ge before it expires. The wtimer is calcula.ted using the following 
equa.tion: 

wtimer := k * smaxRTT, where k > ~ 
The multiplica.tion fa.ctor k in the a.bove formula. is used for contingency rea.sons. This 

fa.ctor ca.n be cha.nged, for insta.nce in a.n unsta.ble environment a.n increa.se of this fa.ctor 
ensures tha.t the sender does not enter in a. synchronising ha.ndsha.ke too often. Thus, 
it ensures tha.t all replies will be received in the wtimer interval. The la.rger the value 
of k the higher is the proba.bility tha.t a.ll replies will be received in this interva.l. Hence 
unnecessa.ry synchronising ha.ndsha.kes a.re a.voided. However, the higher value of k ha.s 
a. negative impa.ct on the throughput of the multica.st communica.tion beca.use the sender 
tra.nsmitting buffers ca.nnot be relea.sed a.s frequently a.s with a. smaller va.lue for k. 

The loss recovery algorithm uses a. global record which is kept a.t the sender. This 
record is a. da.ta. structure conta.ining the current sta.te of the communica.tion in terms of 
da.ta. ( re )tra.nsmission. This global record keeps the sync value of the la.st control mes
sa.ge sent, the value one la.rger tha.n the la.rgest sequence number of the da.ta. packet ever 
(re)tra.nsmitted just before sending the control messa.ge (lseq) a.nd the sync value of the 
control messa.ge during which da.ta. pa.ckets were previously retra.nsmitted (svdsync). After 
collecting the sta.tub informa.tion of the receiver set a.nd by using the informa.tion conta.ined 
in the global record, the sender ca.n decide if retra.nsmission is needed or not while a.voiding 
redundant retra.nsmissions. lf retra.nsmission is needed, the packet will be multica.st to the 
whole group. A go-ba.ck-n scheme for retra.nsmission is used in the first version. 

3.2 Group Integrity 

The FRM algorithm provides mecha.nisms to check communica.tion integrity conditions. A 
strong notion of group integrity is provided by the FRM a.lgorithm since it ensures tha.t 
either all ma.nda.tory recipients ha.ve received the da.ta. correctly or tha.t it is still a.va.ila.ble. 
Hence, integrity conditions a.re only brea.ched when a. ma.nda.tory receiver is not present 
a.ny longer. A situa.tion where the group integrity is momenta.rily not valid ca.n only occur 
between two control messa.ges. 
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Integrity conditions are validated every time the sender discovers that a receiver is not 
present any more. This may be the case when a receiver decide to leave or is forced to leave 
the receiver group. Further, thesender also validates the integrity conditions at the end of 
each integrity interval which is determined by the current wtimer value. Every time the 
sender detects that a mandatory receiver is not present any more, the sender will release 
the communication since the integrity conditions arenot satisfied any longer. 

3.3 Ejection 

In the FRM algorithm the user may specify a minimum degree of end-to-end throughput 
in order to consider the communication successful. An ejection condition based upon the 
releaserate throughput at thesender (relthr) is defined for this purpose. This parameter 
indicates the mean number of buffers released during a certain time interval ( ejectcdtintv ). 
Note that buffers are only released when all receivers have correctly received the associated 
messages. Thus, the user specifies a minimum release throughput (minrelthr) as ejection 
condition. When the calculated release throughput falls below the minrelthr, the ejection 
condition is satisfied. The slowest receiver(s) (if any can be determined) is then forced 
to leave the receiver group. Network problems which affect all receivers or a sub-set of 
receivers may be the cause for the degradation in the end-to-end throughput as weil as 
problems in the receivers themselves. Hence, the main issue is how exactly to determine the 
cause of the ejection situation. Thus, before ejecting any receiver(s), it has tobe ensured 
that the offending receiver(s) is the sole reason for the poor performance. 

To establish which receiver is causing the problem, additional information is kept in the 
receiver group Iist. The slowest receiveris the one which acknowledges the lowest sequence 
number (dseq) for a certain consecutive number oftimes. In addltion, thesender calculates 
the mean release throughput ofeach receiver (mrelthr). This value is calculated based on 
the replies to each control message. It gives the mean number of buffers that would be 
released if only this receiver took part in the communication. When the ejection condition 
is met, the sender has to decide which receiver(s) have to leave the communication. To 
do this it checks if a slowest receiver exists. In this case, the sender ejects this receiver. 
Otherwise, it compares the mrelthr of each receiver against the minrelthr. All receivers 
that have a mrelthr smaller than the minrelthr are forced to leave the communication. 
This strategy ensures that the send er only forces the offending receiver( s) to leave. 

The figure 2 shows the infiuence of the ejection condition when applied to multicast 
communication using the FRM algorithm. In this example we consider ten receivers of 
which two can not keep up with the rest and fall behind the minimum release throughput. 
The minimum release throughput specified by the sender is 180 bytesfs. As soon as the 
mean throughput drops below this value, thesender determines the slow receivers and ejects 
them. This action shows the anticipated effect, i.e the communication recovers and returns 
to the initial better performance. Hence it prevents that slow receivers jeopardise the 
communication by slowing it down beyond an in advanced agreed threshold. In comparison, 
the curve without ejection condition shows that the sender synchronises with the slow 
receivers. 

3.4 The algorithm 

For each echo message received the sender updates the receiver-group Iist and whenever 
the wtimer expires the sender runs the FRM algorithm. A complete description of this 
algorithm including all its procedures is presented in figure 3. 



Figure 2: Ejection Condition Performance. 

4 Performance Analysis 

To evaluate the FRM algorithm and the influence of different seenarios on its efficiency 
and performance, it was analysed using a test suite of simulations. This section introduces 
and discusses the simulation results. 

The simulator packa.ge used is QNAP2 (12]. For the simulation a multicast commu
nication model with a variable number of receivers (N) was developed. Both sender and 
receivers have a restricted buffer capacity of B packets. A constant data packet size S is 
assumed. The processing times for control (C), data (D) and echo (E) packets are as fol
lows: C, E = x, and D = 3•x. The execution time ofthe loss recovery algorithm is x. The 
underlying network is ATM characterised by a transfer rate of 155.5 Mb/s and a packet 
error rate of L. The distance between one sender and the i-th receiver is determined by 
a propagation delay of D;, where D; is uniformly distributed in the interval (Dmin,Dmaxl· 
The sender generates data traffic with the constant time span SData between two sub
sequent packets, and the receiver user consumes data with a constant rate of TSData. 
Table 1 comprises alt above described simulation parameters. 

The ma.in parameter used to evaluate the performance is the mean response time for 
data packets ( M RT). The M RT is the mean time elapsed between the send er applica
tion submits a data packet for transmission and its delivery at the receiver side. The 
loss recovery algorithm is analysed according to the results obta.ined for this performance 
parameter. 

The algorithm is evaluated using the M RT as a function of N. In these simulations 
the propagation delay is uniformly distributed between [10,15] ms. The processing time for 
the packets are obta.ined using x = 0.5 ms. In addition, the following parameter values are 
assumed: B = 32 packets, S = 2000 bytes, S Data = 10 ms, L = w-5 , T S Data = 0.5 ms. 

Figure 4 shows the scalability of the algorithm. The x-axis shows the number of 
receivers and y-axis shows the mean response time. The FRM aigorithm presents a steady 
increase of the M RT. After a certain number of receivers the sender is no Ionger able to 
handle them efficiently. Therefore, the algorithm does not scale weil when the number of 
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if ( all receivers rep/ied) { 

} 

update _ variables; I* mindseq, minrseq, maxRTT, . . . *I 
calculate smaxRTT; 
release _ ;;utput _ buffers; I* until mindseq *I 
i/ (ejectcdtintv) { 

check ejection condition; 
if (ej;t_ cdt_ s7.tisfied) leave_ offending_ receiver{s); 

} 
check comm integrity conditions; 
if (!c;;mm _ int _ cdt _ saiisfied) release _ communication; 
if (minrseq < /seq) { 

} 

if (sync > svdsync) { 

} 

I* retransmission is not redundant *I 
retransmit_ buffers; I* from minrseq *I 
svdsync := sync + 1; 

sync := sync + 1; 
send control message; 
set ~imer; /* k * smazR:IT *I 

else synchronising handshake; 

Figure 3: FRM Algorithm Description. 
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receivers rea.ches a certain threshold (in our example 150 receivers) but further optimisation 
to allow a large number of receivers be accommodated are currently being investigated. 

4.1 Influences and lnterfering Factors 

The algorithm is infiuenced by different external factors related to the heterogeneity of 
the network and receiver group, the topology, error rate, etc. However, the main factors 
infiuencing the mean responsetime with our list-based FRM algorithm are management 
overhead and network error rate in conjunction with buffer restrictions in the sender. The 
management overhead, usually referred to as source implosion effect, Ieads to a steady 
increase of the M RT because with every new receiver the sender has to process more 
control pa.ckets and to manage a growing number of receivers. During this time it is not 
able to send any data. In the worst case the sender is only dealing with management tasks 
and is thus hardly able to send any application data. 

However, buffer restrictions also considerably influence the performance of the FRM 
algorithm. Figure 5 shows that with less buffer spa.ce in thesender the MRT increases 
suddenly and very rapidly. With an increasing number of receivers the maximum round
trip time is increasing because the increased management overhead adds to the estimate 
maximum round-trip time. The sender can only send as long as there is enough buffer 
space left. Once all buffers are full the transmission has tobe stopped until all receivers 
have a.cknowledged the correct reception of the data. With an increased round-trip time 
the frequency with which buffers are freed becomes Jower. Hence, transmission of data has 
to stop more often because of insufficient buffer spa.ce. This in turn has a negative effect 
on the encountered M RT. 
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parameters meaning 

N number of receivers 

B buffer capacity in number of packets 

S data packet size 

C control packet processing time ( = x) 

D data packet processing time ( = 3 • x) 

E echo packet processing time ( = x) 

x constant used to determine processing times 

L packet error rate 

D; propagation delay between the sender and the i-th receiver 

Dn&in minimum propagation delay 

Dmo.z maximum propa.gation delay 

S Data constant time between two data packets generated by the send er 

TSData constant service rate of data packets at the receivers 

M RT mean response time 

Table 1: Simulation parameters. 

Dataloss or corruption ha.s the same effect on the performance of the algorithm since 
retransmission prevents that buffers in the sender are released. Only when all receivers 
have acknowledged the correct reception of the retransmitted data, buffers can be relea.sed. 
With an increa.sing number of receivers the failure probability increases a.s weil leading to 
a !arge number of retransmissions. 

Our results indicate that to achieve a better performance while providing full reliability 
it is necessary to optimise buffer utilisation and to remedy the source implosion effect. 
The former requires a more frequent relea.se of buffers, i.e. the time in which buffers can 
be released should be decreased. This would also result in reduced sensitivity towards 
the estimate maximum round-trip time. The latter can be realised by distributing echo 
messages over time. Further optimisation might allow alarge number of receivers with less 
overhead, but it will not be possible to achieve full reliability without any extra costs. 

5 Implementation over MBone 

To show its applicability in an Internet environment and to validate the generat na
ture of our FRM algorithm, we have also implemented it using the multicast backhone 
(MBone) delivery service. The implementation resides on top of the User Datagram Pro
tocol (UDP) [13]. Apart from development reasons the main motivation for this solution 
was compatibility with other Internet protocols and the current Internet philosophy. In 
the same way RTP [14] provides support for real-time communication over UDP, a pro
tocol or a set of protocols can be used to provide the required reliability for multicast 
communication over UDP. The FRM algorithm could be part of such a protocol. 

The sender transmits all multicast packets (DATA and CNTL messages) to a Class 
D multicast address determined before the communication is set-up. The receivers reply 
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(ECHO messages) to the unicast address of the sender. Therefore, aJI packets originated 
at the sender are transmitted via a 1 to N multicast tree to the receiver group, and the 
replies from the receivers are sent using the conventionaJ unicast delivery service. Only the 
designated sender sends to the multicast address. No other sender must use this address 
for this kind of fully reliable multicast communication. 

Before transmitting data the multicast sender initialises the communication by sending 
a IN IT packet to the multicast group address. This packet informs the receivers about 
the sender's name and unicast address, the minimum sustainable release throughput and 
the packet size. U pon reception of this packet each receiver willing to participate replies 
with an IN IT packet informing the sender of his globally unique identifier and his buffer 
size. In this so called initialisation phase the sender estimates the maximum round-trip 
time for the first time and it initialises his variables accordingly. 

To test the FRM algorithm over the Internet and in order to conduct experiments on 
a wider scale a user-level process at the sender which reads a local file and performs a 
multicast file transfer is used. At the moment we are conducting a number of experiments 
between the Laboratoire MASI in Paris, Lancaster University in the UK, and Sophia
Antipolis in Nice to measure the implementation' s performance. 

6 Conclusion 

Multicast (l:N) communication is an efficient way to transmit the same data to a group of 
receivers. A number of networks (such as Ethernet, token ring, ATM) and protocols (e.g. 
IP, XTP 4.0) support multicast to some extent. A majorproblern in this context is how to 
deal with data transfer reliability in a heterogeneaus environment where different multicast 
schemes might be employed. A way to support full reliable data transmission over a number 
of different networks while still utilising the advantages of multicast communication is 
required. 

The FRM algorithm introduced in this paper provides fully reliable data transmission 
to a group (or specified sub-group) independently of the underlying protocols or network 
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Figure 5: MRT with different buffers size. 

structure. A list-based group management scheme, positive acknowledgments and retrans
mission for error recovery are employed. Conditions under which slow receivers that jeop
ardise the success of the communication are ejected can be specified. This guarantees that 
the QoS does not drop below an acceptable value specified in advance. 

Major design goals of our service were protocol and network independence, compati
bility and ef!iciency. To evaluate our algorithm and to assess its performance it was tested 
in different environments using real protocols and simulation tools. It has proved to work 
with XTP 4.0 mechanisms as weil as on top of a UDP /IP protocol architecture. Our ex
perience with the algorithm shows that it provides an eflicient and effective way to ensure 
fully reliable multicast in a heterogeneaus environment. It is also flexible and can even be 
used when different degrees of reliability are needed for a sub-set of the receiver group. 

The maximum sustainable number of receivers is mainly restricted by two factors, 
namely limited buffer in thesender and the source implosion effect. Source implosion refers 
to a situation where thesender is too busy processing acknowledgments from receivers and 
thus is unable to send new data. To remedy these problems we are currently working on 
a scheme where buffers are released more frequently and source implosion is avoided by 
distributing receiver acknowledgments over time. 
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